
 

 

                                                     

 

Surrey Women’s Indoor Cricket League Rules 2014 (Skins) 

1. Teams shall consist of six players per side. 

2.    No players under 13 years shall be permitted to enter the competition. Under 13 as at 1 Sept 2013 

3. Each match shall consist of one innings per team. 

4. Each innings shall consist of 9 x five ball overs. 

5. Players will bat in Pairs (known as SKINS) with an equal number of overs across the 3 pairs (Each pair receives 3 

overs) 

6. No bowler may bowl more than three overs. (In the case of a bowler becoming incapacitated, the over shall be 

completed by a bowler who has not bowled three overs, even if he bowled the previous over. Such part of an over 

will count as a full over only in as far as each bowler’s limit is concerned).  

7. There must be at least 2 fielders in the front half of the hall when the ball is bowled. Ie a wkt keeper and a fielder. 

8. Bowling will take place from one end – At the end of each over the batters will swap ends to alternate the strike..

  

9. Wide Ball 

Law 25-1 “Wide Ball” - Judging a “Wide”. 

 Umpires are instructed to apply a very strict and consistent interpretation in regard to this Law in order to prevent 

negative bowling wide of the wicket or over the batman’s head. 

 The following criteria should be adopted as a guide to umpires. 

(a) If the ball passed either side of the wicket sufficiently to make it virtually impossible for the striker to play a “normal 

cricket stroke” both from where he is standing and from where he would normally be standing at the crease, the 

umpire shall call and signal “wide”. 

(b) No extra ball shall be bowled if a “wide” is called, except in the last over of each skin. 

 Note: The above provisions do not apply if the striker makes contact with the ball, or it passes between the striker 

and the wicket. 



 

 

 

 

 

10.   No Ball 

 

 (a)  In addition to Law 42.8:- The Bowling of a Short Pitched Balls. 

  The following shall apply:- If the ball passes or would have passed, above the SHOULDER HEIGHT of the striker 

standing UPRIGHT at the popping crease, then the umpire at the bowlers end shall call and signal “No-Ball”.  This 

ruling shall apply even though the striker has made contact with the ball with his bat, equipment or person. 

 

 

(b)  In addition to Law 42.9:- The Bowling of Fast Full Pitched Balls (The Beamer); the following shall apply:- 

  If the ball passes or would have passed above the waist height of the striker when standing UPRIGHT at the popping 

crease, then the umpire at the bowlers end shall call and signal “No-Ball”. This ruling shall apply irrespective of the 

speed of the delivery and whether the striker has made contact with the ball with his bat, equipment or person. 

  

  In the event of a bowler bowling a “Fast” high full-pitched ball, the umpire at the bowlers end shall adopt the             

procedures of caution, final warning, action against the bowler and reporting as set out in Law 42.8. 

(c)  No extra ball shall be bowled if “no ball” is called, except in the last over of each skin. 

 

 

11.  There shall be an interval of three minutes (max) between innings. 

 

12.  If a batsman is ‘out’ the batting team will lose 5 runs and the batsmen will switch ends (there will be no need to 

change ends in the event of a run out) 

 

13.  Injured Batsman  

 

    In the event of an injury to a batsman the umpire will choose a batsman who has already batted to take the place of 

the injured batsman. If the injury takes place during the first SKIN another batter will be chosen by the umpire 

 

 13. Result 

 

       A.    4 points will be awarded to the team scoring the most runs (deemed the winner of the game) 

        B.    2 points will be awarded for a tie (runs tied) 

        C.        Each SKIN will be competing directly against the equivalent SKIN for an additional point in each match- 3 

                   additional points will be available (1 point per SKIN) 

        D.      A SKIN is won by scoring more runs than the equivalent SKIN in the match. In the event of a tie, the SKIN will 

rollover to the next SKIN ( for the 3rd SKIN, the score of the 1st SKIN will be used) 

       E.     If all SKINS are tied in a match each team will be awarded 1.5 additional points 

 

.     Progression to knockout stage (if applicable) 

 

 If a knockout stage is tied, the winner will be determined by the following order 

 

(i) The number of skins won in that match 

(ii) SKIN countback- with the 3rd SKIN being first, 2nd SKIN being 2nd  and the 1st SKIN being 3rd 

(iii) Number of wickets taken in the match 

(iv) The team that scored the most number of runs on each over during the countback- last over 

first, working backwards 

 

 

           

 

  



  

 

14. Scoring 

 The scoring for Indoor Cricket shall take place as follows:- 

A. A ball stuck to hit the boundary wall behind the bowler without touching the floor or any other wall, netting or 

ceiling (or appendages thereof) shall count 6 runs. If, however, the ball touches the floor but does not touch any of 

the other walls or the ceiling (or appendages thereof) and hits the boundary wall, then it shall count as 4 runs. 

B. A ball struck to hit one or more of the side, back walls or ceiling shall count 1 run, even if the ball subsequently hits 

the boundary wall.  (If the ball is struck to hit a wall and a batsman is run out 1 run will be scored). 

C. 2 runs shall be awarded if the striker plays the ball and the batsmen complete a run. This will be in addition to runs 

scored in B above. 

D. A bye shall count as 1 run if the ball hits a wall; a leg bye shall count as 1 run if the ball hits a wall.  In each case, if 

the batsmen complete a run, 2 additional runs shall be scored. 

E. 2 byes or 2 leg-byes shall be scored if the batsmen complete a run without the ball hitting a wall. 

F. If a “no-ball” is called three no-balls are credited to the batting side, in addition to any subsequent runs scored, and 

will not be re-bowled, except in the last over.   

G. If a “Wide ball” is called, then 3 runs shall be credited under “extras”, and if the ball hits the back wall only, 1 

additional run will be added to make 4 runs to the extras.  If the batsman runs, 2 extra runs shall be scored for each 

completed run, but no extra ball will be bowled in that over, except in the last over of each innings. 

H. An overthrow hitting any wall shall count as 1 run to the striker or “extras” as appropriate. (Only if the batters are 

attempting a run) 

I. If a ball becomes lodged in netting, any obstacle or passes into the adjacent court or on to any balcony, the umpire 

shall call and signal “Dead ball”. The ball will be re-bowled if in the umpires opinion it is deemed unfair to either 

side. 

14. Method of Dismissal 

            Apart from the normal method of dismissal contained in Laws of Cricket, the following variations shall apply:- 

The striker may be caught out by a fieldsman after the ball has hit the netting, ceiling or any wall except the boundary wall 

direct, provided the ball has not touched the floor 

 

 


